BOOKS ET AL.

**Browsings**


Rather than seeking artistic works inspired by science, the organizers invited members of the Princeton University community to submit images captured during the course of their research projects. They received over 200 entries, from undergraduates, faculty, research staff, graduate students, and alumni. The judges selected 48 pieces for their aesthetic value; these are now on display online and in the atrium of the Friend Center. They awarded three cash prizes (apportioned according to the golden mean): third, to alumna Maria Ciocca for *Worm Love*, taken using immunofluorescence microscopy; second, to nanofabrication researchers Pat Watson, Mike Gaevski, Joe Palmer, and Conrad Sylvestre for their scanning electron microscope image *Desert Butte*; and first, to assistant professor of chemical engineering Celeste Nelson for *Baby Squid*, a bright field microphotograph of squid embryos (right). If you visit the Web site by 1 July, your preferences can help determine a “People’s Choice” award.